Hi again!

We’re back. :)

Who’s ready to code?
Did you know...
CS Changes the World!

Saving lives through the development of medicines, vaccines
POP QUIZ

Let’s see who remembers what we did last time
How did we make the robot move?

Software?

Move forward?

Move backward?
We can tell the robot what to do using computer science

**Goals for the day:**

**Turn left**
- Make the robot turn left.
- Make the robot turn left 2 times.

**Turn right**
- Make the robot turn right.
- Make the robot turn right 2 times.

**Make a square**
- How to make a robot go in a square?
- What is a loop?
Loop

a way to make a computer do the same thing (or similar things) over and over
Let's do it!

Any questions?

Rules:
× Stuck? Ask a mentor!
× Work together!
× Take care of the robots.
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